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Sometimes a problem exists which, due to convention or other 
reasons, is usually investigated by classical methods. The classical 
solution serves, admittedly, as a yardstick with which to compare other 
methods of analysis. The author feels that this study concerns such a 
problem. The mathematical simplicity of the "operations analysis" ap-
proach to the midcourse guidance optimization problem is impressive as 
is the large quantity of useful data which it provides. Wider usage of this 
analytical tool will occur as its versatility is proven through application 
to many types of problems. Though a distinct novice in the area of op-
erations analysis, the author's objective in this study has been to demon-
strate the potential of this method and compare its results to more con-
ventional methods of analysis. 
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ment and guidance which he gave in this study and in helping to separate 
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in helping the author understand the nature of operations analysis is 
gratefully acknowledged. Finally, sincere appreciation is felt toward 
Mrs. Glenna Banks and Mrs. Dorothy Messenger for the excellent 
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The methods of system analysis are useful in the .construction of 
mathematical models for the purpose of determining. the response of 
systems to prescribed inputs. They are also useful when the required 
response to a given input is specified and it is desired to define the 
system. In other words, one can utilize these methods for the analyt-
ical investigation of existing systems and for the design of new systems. 
Webster defines a "system" as ·"an assemblage of objects united 
by some form .of regular interaction or interdependenc·e". The system 
function is, therefore, a means to describe this interdependence or 
interaction with respect to the appropriate units of input and output 
energy, The -system may contain electrical, .mechanical, and hydrau-
lic elements. In general, .it is possible to define the interaction of 
these elements in such a manner that a homogeneous set -of equations 
will be obtained. The assumed 11lumping" of system parameters serves 
to simplify the analysis of a complicated system. The ultimate result 
is often the mathematical model reduced to the lowest terms and ca-
pable of yielding the required information to the desired degree of 
accuracy. 
1 
Syste,ms analysis can be thought of as a transformation of a 
functional requirement into a framework useful to the hardware de-
sign:er . We would not expect the resultant hardware item to behave 
precisely as does the mathematical model and for several reasons. 
First, certain errors or tolerances are inherent in the system com-
ponents. Secondly, it is not possible to account for all effects of a 
dynamic environment in the system function~ It would be required, 
however, that certain allowable limits of deviation from the desired 
value of performance were not exceeded. 
2 
It can be ,geen that from the refined techniques of systems analy-
sis one may often seek to produce a usable item which is not expected 
to perform in an ideal manner. The system synthe.siz.ed by these tech-
niques will, on the other hand, behave ih an ideal manner.· This ap-
proach to analysis is useful, however, in that in most cases results 
are achieved which are compatible with the state-of-the-art in hard-
ware and it is vastly superior to the older "cut and try" methods of 
design. 
With the increasing availability of the high-speed electronic com-
puter, it was to be expected that problems of a broader ·scope would be 
subjected to a similar type of analysis, .One ·such class of problems 
involving a complexity of interdependent subsystems has been studied 
by the use of a technique called "operations analysis" (OA). One of the 
basic purposes of OA is to analyze the behavior of such complexes when 
they are exposed to what can be described as a dynamic environment. 
3 
In this context, the term "dynamic environment" infers that certain 
system variables may occur in a random manner during .the analysis. 
Whereas OA can be used to approximate the performance of the 
system complex, the mathematical models ava:llable from systems 
analysis form an integral part of the larger OA model. Each integral 
subsystem can be thought of as a component of the larger complex and 
in the same manner the subsystem itself contains a number of com-
ponents. In the limiting case of simplicity, the OA problem is very 
like the systems analysis problem. With an increasing complexity of 
subsystems, however, the point will be reached where it is no longer 
possible to relate their interdependence to one another by a set .of dis-
crete causal relationships. Generally speaking, it is at this point 
where the OA problem begins. 
To some extent, a subtle difference of philosophy also distin-
guishes OA from systems analysis. The g.oal of OA is usually directed 
toward optimizing .the utilization of .subsystems (resources) by analyz-
ing the effects of their manipulation on the over-all complex. The OA 
problem is of sufficient scope to justify this sort of analysis. The use 
of the electronic computer permits a large number. of subsystem 
manipulations to be simulated in a short period of time. The results 
of this simulation ~ to a greater or lesser degree depending on the 
sophistication of the mathematical model - will predict the performance 
of the system complex. 
As compared to systems analysis, OA is not easy to define and 
4 
often goes under the name of systems analysis. In actuality, relying 
on Webster again, .one can see that systems analysis would more prop-
erly be defined as a type of OA since one meaning of "operation11 is ''an 
action done as a ·part of a practical work". The practical work of this 
paper shall he to determine the optimal corrective program to permit 
a space vehicle to reach its target. As will be described in Chapter II, 
the objective is to determine a "policy of operation" which, in this case, 
is synonymous with "input". Since this is an arbitrarily variable input, 
however, the distinction should be. made. The problem, as solved by 
OA, will be compared to a mathematical solution. Differences of the 
results will be discussed as well as the advantages of each. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The high payload cost for interplanetary vehicles causes serious 
consideration to be given to methods of minimizing fuel requirements. 
One would normally expect a space vehicle injected into an interplan-
etary trajectory to include in its gross weight a quantity of fuel neces-
sary for maneuvers at the destination (i.e., braking, landing, lift-off, 
etc.), maneuvers upon return to the Earth's vicinity, and maneuvers 
which may be required en route for the correction .of deviations from 
the desired pre-computed reference trajectories both outward bound 
and returning. 
For practical considerations and for convenience, the analysis of 
interplanetary missions is often divided into at least three distinct 
phases which are: 1) Earth escape and/ or capture phase; 2) target 
body capture and/ or escape phase; and 3) the midcourse guidance 
phase. One can thus simplify the analysis by considering a series of 
two-body problems utilizing Earth-centered and target body-centered 
coordinate systems respectively for phases 1) and 2) and utilizing a 
heliocentric coordinate system for phase 3). 
5 
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-2. 1 Review of Current Literature 
The current literature includes a number of excellent papers 
dealing with the optimization of space operations in the vicinity of the 
· Earth. (1, 2, 3). - In addition, several publications explore the aspects 
of near--Earth operations with s_uch generality that the· methods will be 
applicable to, say, a Mars-approach and landing using the appropriate 
-physical constants .. (4, 5, 6). - The author wishes to•point out that prac-
tically all aspects of space navigation and guidance have been and are 
· being handled with such a high degree -of mathematical sophistication as 
to be beyond the scope of this paper. - The area of midcourse guidance 
ha.s not been neglected in this respect. - A somewhat simplified approach 
to the calculation:of trajectory corrections was presented by Lawden 
and Long.(7) .. A further extension.of linearized guidance theory by 
Friedlander and Harry (8) also considered a method of improving guid-
ance logic with each successive correction by applying a scheme of 
· statistical data adjustment and damping coefficients to ,correction cal-
culations .. While these two papers were considering the guidance·prob-
lem for a ballistic trajectory,. Friedlander (9) in a later paper has per-
formed a somewhat similar-analysis of a low-thrust trajectory which 
. showed that the midcourse guidance problem was similar for each case. 
- In retrospect, the foregoing could be misleading if one assumes 
that the objective of guidance·action is to return precisely to the·pre-
calculated reference trajectory. - In fact, one must establish the de-
sired Keplerian trajectory to, serve as the reference for a linearized 
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guidance theory and assume only small deviations from it. With the 
condition that deviations must be kept small throughout, the criterion 
for corrective action is that the deviation at .arrival must be within 
predetermined limits. Therefore, ·for any given corrective action, one 
is seeking not for a return to the precise reference trajectory but rather 
. ' 
' . 
for a deviation at arrival to target .within certain limits. It should be 
clear that the solution is, therefore,· constrained to the fixed time of 
ari:ival ·of the reference trajectory in problems to which this simplified 
approach is applied, 
2. 2 Nature of the ,Correction Problem 
The problem of mip.course guidan·ce is of an iterative natur~ in 
that one applies a corrective impulse, waits~ observes, applies a 
corrective ~mpulse and repeats as needed to satisfy the final conditions 
, 
of miss distance. Though one might assume from earlieF discussion 
I 
that fuel for corrective maneuvers en route makes up only a small 
share - at least on the outward bound trip - of the total load, .the im-
port~nc·e of its proper expenditure i~ great. As demonstrated by 
Friedlander and Harry (8), using representative instrumentation errors 
one could expect -an uncorrected deviation at arrival to Mars of ap-
proximately 400, ooo' mil~s rms(l). It is, therefore, worthwhile that 
1The root m~an square (rms) deviation is the square root of the 
arithmetic mean of th_e squares of the values of deviation obtained from 
iteration; i.e. . 'JI;tn 
. ·- E or~ 
1 1 or -·rms n 
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careful consideration be given to the development of an optimal or least 
energy cost procedure for midcourse trajectory correction. 
It would appear that certain similarities exist between this prob-
lem of developing an optimal scheme of midcourse guidance and a rep-
resentative OA problem such as the development of an optimal inventory 
policy for an item subject to demand. Fabrycky (10) has investigated 
this latter problem from the OA approach and has developed a com-
puter algorithm which yields a total item cost surface on which a mini-
mum point can be found. Each point on this cost surface corresponds 
to certain controllable policy variables which the methods of OA allow 
one to determin~ with a given probability. In much the same manner it 
should be possible to generate a total cost of correction surface with 
respect to certain guidance policy variables from which a minimum 
point can be selected. As with the inventory problem, however, it 
should be kept in mind that there is an associated probability to each 
total cost point. The context of the term "total cost" is taken as the 
average total cost per it em for invent ory policy and the average cor-
recti on cost per t r ip for this s tudy. 
The initial step should be to describe the nature of the problem 
and discuss the assumptions which must be made in order to develop 
the necessary mathematical models . Bri efly, the need for a midcour se 
guidance policy arises because of unc-ertainties in the inputs to and out -
puts from th e space vehicle I s navigat ion and propulsi on systems . It 
is only necessary to recognize that in t he fabrication of physical 
9 
systems developed by the use of causal theories one is forced to make 
a concession to reality if he expects to produce items of hardware. This 
concession to reality recognizes the influence of manufacturing tolerances. 
Toleranc·es can be thought of as the upper and lower limits of variation 
from a desired mean. Systems composed of components subject to 
toleranc-es perform according to the summation of these tolerances. The 
result is that the system performance follows some random pattern of 
values according to an underlying probability distribution. For con-
venience, .error in the spac·e vehicle guidance and propulsion system 
will be assumed to occur as a random value drawn from the normal dis-
tribution described by the function, 
where 
1. 
1 f(x, µ, o) = 
~ 
x is the distributed variable, 
µ. is the mean of the distribution, and 
2 
o is the varianc·e of the distribution. 
In practice, each of the spac-e vehicle systems is designed and 
built to perform at a given mean value µ. within its prescribed toler-
ances. Here er is defined as the standard deviation of the variable x 
(actual system performance) from µ. The author will use + 3o- + µ. 
as the upper and lower limits of the variation of x. System perform-
ance falling outside of the 3o- limits will not be considered. This is 
equivalent to stating that one will ignore those events which have only 
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a probability of . 003 of ever occurring since . 997 of the area under 
the normal curve falls within the + 3a limits. While these considera-
tions do not materially affect the development of the mathematical model, 
they are important to the computer program. 
2. 3 Statement of the Problem 
Consider a space vehicle which, as a result of the interaction of 
the deviations of its component systems from their mean values of per-
formance (hereafter called "error"), is injected into an interplanetary 
trajectory which deviates somewhat fro_m the desired reference trajec-
tory. For the case of the ballistic trajectory which is discussed in this 
paper, immediately following injection (attainment of escape velocity) a 
position fix would be made by star sighting.s and possibly with earth-
based assistance. At a subsequent time another position fix would be 
made. From this information it will be assumed that the location of 
the vehicle and its relative velocity can be computed. Based on this· 
position and relative velocity, a corrective thrust application can be cal-
culated to cause the vehicle to satisfy the constraints of fixed time of 
arrival and miss distanc:e at the target. (7, 8). However, the corrective 
thrust will be somewhat in error, as will be discovered at a subsequent 
position fix, and .another corrective thrust application will be calculated 
and applied. Each other succeeding .correction will also be in error and 
must be compensated for until the arrival criteria (time and deviation) 
are satisfied. 
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The repetitive nature of the problem is, therefore, evident as 
well as the need for a correction policy, i.e. "when should a correction 
be made and what should be the magnitude of the correction?" Any 
arbitrary values for these variables falling within the capabilities of 
the space vehicle I s systems could be used in theory. The author will 
attempt to prove, however, that there is a correction policy which will 
maximize the probability of minimizing the total energy expenditure for 
corrective action. In the following chapters the simplified mathema-
tical model will be developed and the OA approach to the optimization 
problem will be utilized. 
CHAPTER III 
FORMULATION OF THE CORRECTIONAL PROGRAM 
3. 1 General 
An optimal program or schedule for the correction of errors in 
an interplanetary trajectory has been considered by Lawden (11). He 
shows that a study of optimization which considers a straight line bal-
listic trajectory in the absence of gravity yields results which are also 
valid for the case where one considers a Keplerian trajectory in the 
· presence of gravity. A necessary condition for this similarity is, 
however, that deviations from the pre -computed reference trajectory 
be kept small so that second and higher order powers of the deviation 
or error can be ignored, This is known. as the method of perturba-
tions· by the· use· of which a simplified set of linearized guidance· equa-
tions can be developed. (7, 8) . 
. In this study the validity of the linearized guidance theory· will 
be accepted. - The purpose shall be to test the OA method of approach 
to the problem of optimization rather than development of a non-linear 
guidance theory. The author is encouraged in this assumption by the 
volume of current work in the literature which relies on similar as-
sumptions. (7, 8, 9, 11 ) .. It is also assumed that the space vehicle is 
12 
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of constant unit mass so that energy expenditure is proportional to the 
velocity change. 
3. 2 The Reference Case 
The reference trajectory utilized shall be assumed to be·a 
straight line in the absence of gravity with a length equal to that of a 
given Keplerian trajectory from Earth to· Mars. Assumed values of 




Trip Time (TL), days 
· Eccentricity 
Semimajor Axis, A. U. 
Length of Trajectory, feet 
Average Velocity (yL) , feet/sec 
Assumed Value 






Calculations of trajectory length and average· velocity are· shown 
in Appendix A . 
. In a study of midcourse correction, La.wden (11) proposes that 
errors of position determination made from star sightings· or· position 
fixes are much smaller than the errors of velocity determination so 
that the former are considered to be negligible .. Utilizing this propo-
sition, it shall be assumed that from a reference location the space 
14 
vehicle will deparl with a velocity· subject to error in magnitude· and 
direction following each course ,correction .. At injection, also, this 
' ' ' 
assumption would be made due to the initial injection velocity error. 
The initial position deviation· (or L) would be a random value depend-
ing on errors occurring during the launch phase. 
. . . ' 
3. 3 .· Formulation of the· Cor~ection.al Method 
' ' ' . . I . 
As seen in Fig. 1. .a, the gedmetry of the problem is straight -
forward.·. From the initialposition·(Pi_1) the space vehicle·will pro-
ceed at some· velocity (vi). F.igure l,.a shows vi as a vector of magni-
tude, ·.v xi' deviating in direction from the reference trajectory by an 
ov. 
amount ·proportional to ov. (i.e., sin~. = - 1-) .. The random variable, 
1 1 V . 
Xl 
v . , is drawn from a distribution of error in the magnitude, of v . (. 1) Xl C 1-
expressed in percent of 6.v. 1 and ov. is a measure of the· angular 1- · 1 
· deviation of v. from the· reference trajectory .. The distributions of 
1 
v . and 6v. --which is perpendicular to the reference trajectory--are 
Xl 1 
· assumed to.be multivariate and normal and will be discussed later in 
· a section devoted to a. discussion of the· statistical aspects· of the OA 
approach . 
. The derivation of v. from the random quantities v . and ov. 
1 Xl 1 
shall be· assumed to occur as the result of a position fix .. In practice 
the position fixes ·would be calculated from astronomical sightings . 
. It is further assumed that the available instrumentation allows the 
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case .. After v. is defined, the straight line path actually being followed 
1 . 
by the space vehicle from P. 1 extended to the·point P. at which point 1- 1 
. a velocity increment (Av.) of the desired magnitude·will be.required 
1 
to reduce the miss distance at arrival (15:rF) to, zero·as a computation 
criterion .. In this manner, Av. can be varied parametrically to· in-
1 
vestigate· its effect on total correction cost. 
3. 4 Computation of the Corrections 
Ref erring again to, Fig. 1. b, the computation of the correction 
. velocity vci can be seen to depend on the desired magnitude of the 
corrective impulse Av ... At each correction the· preceding reference 
1 
velocity v c(i-l) is considered to be along a reference trajectory de-
veloped by the (i-l)th. corrective action. For convenience, the cor-
rection Av. is resolved into components perpendicular to and parallel 
1 
to the (i - 1 )th reference trajectory .. Since 6v. is known, the necessary 
1 





6v.(T. l - T.) 








. The required component of Av.· parallel to the trajectory is 
. 1 
3. . Av. 
y1 
_ /. 2 2 (V (. 1) - ~)( 'T. 1 - T') 
= ( V C ( i - u N; xi - 6 Vi ) + C 1 - 'r-.r x~ ~ u Vi ' 1- 1 
f.2 2 7 '1 




It is thus seen that the component Av zi is determined by and 
must compensate for two factors .. First, Av . must nullify the devi-
z1 
ation velocity 6v ... Secondly, Av . must be of a suffidiently greater 
1 Zl 
magnitude· than 6v. but in the opposite 'direction so that the displace-
1 ' 
ment, 6V.(T. 1 - T.), is alsq.compensated for by the time of al!'rival . . 1 1- 1 · · 
at target .. By these arguments,. also, the component Av . must ac-
, ' y1 
count for the discrepancy of velocity parallel to th,e reference trajec-
tory and allow the· error in displacement due to this discrepancy to be 
compensated for by the time of arrival. 
A little thought about this method of correction will assure one 
that it is not restricted to a two-dimensional case. There is no re-
striction on the deviated trajectories causing them to be coplanar with 
the original reference trajectory or with each other.. Neither will the 
· corrected reference trajectories be necessarily coplanar with each 
other ·but only with the· original reference trajectory,. However, each 
individual correction can be thought of as occurring in· its· particular 
two-dimensional coordinate system in the· plane established by the 
· corrected reference trajectory from the (i -1 )th correction and the 
observed velocity of the space vehicle immediately before the (i)th 
correction . 
. In·Equations 2 and 3, a.li'terms are known except the compo-
nents of Av. and the value of T .• 'Time is of the essence in this type 
1 1 
of problem since thE? energy required ,to correct a given deviation is in-
versely proportional to the time remaining to arrival at the target. 
18 
The value of !>:..v., which will be varied parametrically, is seen from 
l 
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The solution for T. determines when the (i)th correction will 
1 
be made. In this study, errors in time measurement will be taken as 
small and contributing to the deviation of the multivgriate distribution 
of 6v.. Once T. is calculated, the components of !iv. are easily de-
1 l ' 1 
termined and the new reference velocity v . can be' computed by con-
Cl 
sidering components perpendicular to and parallel to the (i-1 )th ref-
erence trajectory as follows: 
7. Jv2. 
2 
1:::,.v V = 6v. + cyi Xl l yi 
V = i:::,.v 6v. 
czi zi 1 
8 
1 
2 2 2 
V = (v + V . ) ci cyi CZl 9, 
19 
The method of calculating the (i)th correction can be readily 
adapted to the digital computer .. Each correction is related to the con-
ditions of the previous reference trajectory and the existing error. 
The first correction (i = 1) is related to the initial deviated reference 
trajectory. As previously stated, there is random error (or) in the 
initial position of the space vehicle at injection. However, since or L 
is very small with relation to the length of the trajectory, no· adjust-
ment will be made to the original reference trajectory in making the 
fir st correction. The calculation of T 1 , 6.v 1 , and v c 1 would be done 
just as for the (i)th correction and the subscript (i-1) would be replaced 
by 11 L 11 • Parameters for the assumed original conditions are shown 
in Table L 
3. 5 General Considerations 
The computations described by Equations 2 through 8 make it 
possible to determine when a correction is required and how the cor-
rection will affect the total velocity of the space vehicle. It is clear 
that the results of this computational method will not be continuous at 
T. equal to zero sihce by Equation 5 the required correction would be 
1 
infinite .. As .T. grows smaller, the interval between T. 1 and T. will 1 1- 1 
become very short. To account for this, the correctional program 
. will be terminated when T. < one day and the last correction calcu-
1 . 
lated for T. = one day. The period of one day is, of course, arbitrary 
1 
and would actually depend on the deviation observed .. However, it can 
20 
be assumed that any deviation occurring after T. = one day is negligible. 
J,. 
Actually the last correction could be· made at some time less than a 
day if the requirement for accuracy at arrival warranted. The work 
of Lawden (11) was considered in establishing this arbitrary value·of 
T F. The author of this· paper will later make some comparison of his 
results with those of Lawdeil' and is therefore seeking to maintain a 
justifiable basis for the comparison of results. As Lawden points 
out, the final correction should not be· confused with the impulse at 
T = 0 to transfer from the hyperbolic· Mars· approach trajectory to a 
Mars capture orbit. It is, rather, the final correction made to assure 
the· proper· position at T = 0 for initiation of the transfer. 
3. 6 Applications-of the· Method 
Two types of correctional programs will be calculated by the 
methods of this chapter .. The first to be considered and simulated 
will be· a purely theoretical one· wherein no time· constraint is· placed 
on the initial correction or any subsequent corrections except for the 
final one at T. = one day .. All corrections made in the theoretical 
1 
program will be of the same magnitude with the exception of the final 
one .. The· second type· of program which will be simulated is a so-
called practical program which does not permit a correcticm to be 
made· prior to injection .. That is, T 1 & TL .. In addition, the practical 
program requires that the last correction be made at T = one day as 
discussed previously. 
21 
· Both, the theoretical program and the· practical program can be 
optimized for the constraints imposed on them; . By investigating the 
results of each type of program it s~ould be possible to draw some 
conclusio.ns which will help to clar~fy and desc;ribe·more compl~tely 
the midcourse correction. problem. 
In determining the- optimal cor:rectioh policy under the practical 
program, t:..v. will be· varied as· a parameter between limiting values. 
l ' 
During a particular·trip the· value of t:..vi Will be held constant, however, 
except for the initial and final corrections .. The amount of correction 







which is equivalent to Equation 5, except tl?,at b.v is the dependent vari-
able. This is a necessary concessfon to practicality as vj-ill be seen 
later. When small values or' b.v. are used with· Equatio:p. 5, a T. will 
l ' l 
' ' 
occur which is greater than -r L" . That is, the equation yields a result 
' 
indicating the need for a car~ectio;n· prior to injection .. · In this case, 
since small values·of b.v .. :will be of extreme interest, the' exact value 
l ' ' 
of the needed cor.rection will be calculated at the· instant of iriject;i.on 
. . . . 
arid this correction will be larger than t:..vi. For larger values of b.vi 
when Ti ~ TL the first correction will not be· inade ·· until the full im-
. ' ' 
pulse Av. is required. 
l ' 
' ' ' 
In computing the total cost of correction using. Lawden' s (11) 
program,. Equation 10 is utilized for calculating each individual 
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'' 
correction .. The optimal program of Lawden' s, fixes the times at which 
corrections will be made by minimizing the function 
' ' 
n 
""' 11. H = E Av. 
i=l 1 
n T, 1 1 
E 
1- vz, = 
i=l T. 1 
,-..J 
where Av. is always taken as the dependent variable' and H is the total 
1 
cost of correction. The· method of this· paper will minimize, the function 
n 
12. TC ('total Cost) = E C:!..vi + CL + CF , 
i=l 
. where Avi is the independent variable, CL is tbe initial correction, 
, and CF is the final correction .. In this case n, is the number of full 
corrections made of magnitude Avi; CL can be either zero or greater 
.· than Av.; and CF is always less than C:!..v . • 
1 · 1 
. As stated previously~ Lawden has min,imized the function for total 
correction cost by the techniques of the calculus of variations and ar-
rives at a set of values for T .(i = 1, 2,,3 .. , 6) at whicl:i times corrections 
1 . 
must be made. 'The values of Ti form a geometric progression with the 
ratio 
13. 
1 1 /n~l 
, where = Q' R 
TL 
Q' = 14. 
T F 
. In this reference case, the, value of TL is· 19 2. 2 days and T F is 
one day. The calculations for the parameters R and a are shown in 
Appendix B as well as the computation of the T. 
1 
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4. 1 General 
CHAPTER IV 
THE NATURE OF ERRORS· IN THE 
CORRECTIONAL PROGRAM 
The· methods of statistical probability theory are often used to 
investigate the performance of physical systems .. In the· real world 
. one· expects a system to perform at some approximate level within an 
acceptable -range of values of repeatability which can be defined by the 
designer or manufacturer and which is a function·of manufacturing 
tolerances or state-of-the -art. · When a complex assembly of sub-
. systems is analyzed, the performance of each subsystem for a given 
event can be drawn at random from a universe or population of per -
formance values for that particular subsystem .. The·performance 
· values will be distributed according to some frequency function, or at 
least approximately so. The underlying assumption made for the. pur-
. pose of analysis is· that the frequency function is definable .. As stated 
earlier' in this paper the "normal" frequency function- is assumed, for 





- 3cr .+ 3cr 
Fig .. 2. A Normal Curve 
4. 2 Properties of the Normal Distribution 
The normal frequency curve is asymptotic with· the axis of the 
· distributed variable as shown in Fig. 2. In theory, it is assumed that 
the area under this curve from - oo to + 00 is equal to unity. The 
vertical scale of the normal curve is the frequency for the associated 
value of the variable of interest. · Once this distribution is defined, the 
methods of statistical probability theory can be applied to simplify its 
· use for analysis. Two parameters of special interest g.re the mean 
value · (µ) · and the standard deviation (er). In the case of physical sys -
tern performance, one would take µ. as the value to be expected and 
crto be a measure of the range or variation of the possible values which 
could occur due to tolerances or error. 
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• In -practical applications, however, one does not usually con-
sider all possible-values-of the variable from -oo to•+oo due to com-
-putational difficultie·s but often uses the values falling between the·:_ 3 er 
limits. - Using these limits-means that one is considering the range of 
values for the variable which include·s 99. 7 percent of the area under 
the normal curve. - Since-this area is used as a measure of probability, 
he is saying, in effect, that there is only a O. 003· probability that a 
value of the normally distributed variable Will occur beyond the$e limits. 
· - In this study it will be assumed that the :_ 3 er limits are defined 
by the· system performance tolerances and th~t µ is the midpoint or 
expected value. , Where the author deals with error distribution he will 
take µ to be-zero error. - In the analysis, then, the-performance of 
tb.e ·system would be derived by applying a random value of error, 
drawn from the normal d~stribution, to the expected value of system 
performance ·as -follows: 
15. P =-P (l+E·) 
A E . X ' 
where 
· P · is actual performance, 
A 
- PE is expected performance, and 
E is the random value of error and can be positive or negative. 
X 
4. 3 - Midcourse Guidance·Errors 
This· preliminary discussion has described a form of Monte 
· Carlo simulation of system performance .. In utilizing the OA approach 
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to the· problem of this paper, guidance errors will be simulated by 
means of the Monte· Carlo method. · Were it not for errors, of course, 
no corrective program would be necessary .. They do exist, however,. as 
previously discussed and they must be observed and corrected, . Three 
· types of errors· concern one in the midcourse guidance problem and they 
are: (a) Propulsion errors; . (b). Observation errors; and (c) Clock 
errors. Propulsion errors result in an improper velocity magnitude 
and direction. Observation errors affect the estimates · of the 
· space· vehicle's velocity and position. Clock errors contribute to each 
of the former and could cause computational inaccuracies beyond the 
· midcourse guidance problem. 
The· previously mentioned quantities of v . and 6v. can be seen, 
Xl . 1 
therefore, to result from multivariate distributions of error in (a), (b), 
and (c) above .. From the literature are taken commonly used values for 
these errors:as shown in Table: II. (8, 12). 
TABLE II 
CHARACTERISTIC GUIDANCE ERRORS 
·Parameter a, rms 
EB = Observed Angle· Error, sec·arc 10 
EC = Clock Error, % 0.001 
EM = Av Magnitude·Error, % 0.1 
ED = Av Direction Error, sec· arc 20 
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Some useful conclusions can be drawn from the'consequences of these 
errors by careful consideration of their relation to the midcourse 
guidance problem .. It is obvious that angular error in observations 
made of bodies at a distance on the order of magnitude of several A. U. (l) 
can cause a consider ab le miscalculation of position. This same error 
will cause an improper velocity estimate to be made. In general, the 
small velocity error is of more concern than the small position error 
because of a limited corrective capability and the desire to optimize 
the utilization of corrective energy .. In addition, the position errors, 
though seemingly large, are small in comparison to the interplanetary 
distances involved and as the target is approached these errors de-
crease due to the smaller observational distance. Clock error would 
be summed with angular error and would be proportional to the period 
of time between observations. 
The error of 6. v is a function of the vehicle' s propulsion and 
orientation systems .. These could also be summed with the other 
errors to yield a complex four-dimensional distribution of velocity 
error. It is not within the scope of this paper, however, to pursue the 
error analysis of such correlated observations .. Excellent work in this 
area has been done by others. (8, 13) .. It is necessary, however, tq .. 
1 Astronomical unit: The magnitude· of semi-major axis· of the 
·Earth's elliptical orbit. 
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relate these errors in some logical way to the problem at hand . 
. The full utility of the·OA approach to determination of an opti-
mal correction: program cannot be realized if one is restricted by 
existing· system capabilities,·. In example, the estimated velocity from 
observations made· a few hours apart could easily be in error by an 
amount far greater than the·maximum possible Av .. The·author, there-
fore, feels justified in this preliminary investigation to relate error· in 
velocity to the· preceding impulsive· velocity correction. That is, the 
error to be corrected at T. will be taken as proportional to the cor -
1 
rection (Av. 1) at T. 1 where the error components of v . and ov. 1- 1- · Xl 1 
are drawn from distributions whi.ch will be defined. · The assumption is 
that the net result of all errors would be in proportion to the size of the 
correction. attempted because the result of these· inaccuracies is that 
one· will calculate· and apply the correction erroneously . 
. This· simplifying assumption will not seriously restrict the re -
sults of this study .. In general, the investigation of a: problem by OA 
methods starts with a simplified mathematical model. The·model is 
· frequently refined- as· the· complicated interrelationship of the individual 
systems to one another is studied by simulation .. Some areas·will be 
found- where minute detail is required while in other subsystems· it may 
be· only necessary to simulate a Gaussian output .. In the problem of 
this paper only the simplified model is developed. · Virtually every in-
eluded subsystem is a suitable subject for an individual investigation.· 
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The errors shown in Table· II for · 6.v are directly convertible to 
a value of resultant velocity. For instance, the random variable v . 
Xl 
in the absence· of observational or· clock error would be: 
16. 
I ,v 
- +6. € V • - V (. l ). V M •. 
Xl C 1--
The variable · ov. , under the same conditions, since the angle is very 
1 
· small would be: 
17 . 
. It should be krpt in mind that EM and ED are random variables 
drawn from distributions with.:µ ::: O and values of a as shown in 
Table· II .. Utilizing the 3 a li:t'.flits as discussed,,previously, due only 
to errors in the application of 6.v. the resultant velocity would have a 
magnitude ·error between + O. 003 6.v: .. and direction error of 
. - 1 
+ 0. 00036.v i ... On the straight line ·_reference trajectory of this prob-
lem the mis~ at arrival due to these small errors alont;? could exceed 
10 4 miles even assuming the target to be stationary. 
.. ' 
For this study the author will arbitrarily double the error clue to 
· application of 6.,r. and assume all errors to be ·included in the resulting 
.. l : ' . . 
distribuUons_. of e'M and E' 
D 
as· shown. in Tab le· III. 
TABLE III 
ASSUMED, T.OT AL GUIDANCE ERROR 
Error 
EM ,. % (6.v) 
CD , . % (Av) 
o. 2 .. 
o. 02 
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These values appear as constants in tlie computer program of 
Chapter V with EM = SIGVX and E~ = SIGDV. · 
The first impulsive velocity change which is subject to error, 
however, will be assumed to be at injection where the velocity is in-
creased from that of earth orbit to the reference velocity shown in 
Table L . Since the veµicle would be very near Earth and have available 
ground-based observational data, only the errors in ~ v due to the pro-
pulsion system will be considered, i.e. EM and ED from Table II . 
. These a values appear in the computer program as the constants 
INJVX and INJDV respectively . 
. In the following chapter, both the corrective program of this 
paper and the program of Lawden will be simulated on the computer. 
The same values of error will be used for each case .. The results of 
these simulations should, therefore, be comparable to one another. 
In Chapters VI and VU the results will be presented graphically and 
diSCUS$ed. 
CHAPTER V 
· DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION 
5. 1 · General 
The computational method used in the· digital computer program 
is that discussed in' Chapter· III .. The computer utilized was an'IBM 650 
with peripheral equipment. Owing to the simplified nature of the com-
putations,. a minimum of computer time ·is required .. The flow diagram, 
. SOAP and machine language programs, and samples of input and output 
data are included (respectively for the program of this paper) in;Ap-
pendixes C,. D, and E hereto. 
5. 2 The Computer Program 
The flow diagram of Appendix C is self-explanatory. A square 
· root sub -routine was utilized in the program and is mentioned here and 
in the·program only as the entry location 0031. . An interesting feature 
· of the program in Appendix D is the generation of the rand0m normal 
numbers used for the· Monte Carlo error· simulation .. The· method 
utilizes the centra1:..1imit theorem and was developed. in a paper by 
Fabrycky (14) .. The generation of the· numbers is completed in 
machine language instructions 17 through 34. ·· Variables generated by 
this method are distributed With µ = 0 and a = 1. . These numbers are 
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converted to the desired distribution by Equation 18. 
18. t = t (a ) + µ , 
x,y 0, 1 x,y x,y 
where 
t is the variable of interest, 
x,y 
t 0 1 is the variable developed, and 
J 
ax, y'µx, y relate to the distribution of interest. 
. Instructions 39 through 73 of the program convert the generated 
numbers to the correct a values for EM and ED . The program as 
set up would be useful for a similar simulation of a trajectory with any 
desirable reference velocity, initial impulse or injection velocity, and 
time duration. It would only be necessary to enter the appropriate data 
on the sample input cards as shown in Appendix E .. In order to modify 
the error distributions, it would be necessary to change SIGVX, 
. SIGDV, INJVX, and INJDV to the desired values •. Monte Carlo methods 
· allow one to approach the assumed characteristics of the simulated 
population as the number of cycles or repetitions of the simulation in-
creases .. One· of the more serious disadvantages to a simulation re -
quiring the generation of a large volume of random normal deviates 
· such as used here is the amount of coml:)uter time involved .. By the 
generation method utilized here, approximately 135 milliseconds were 
. required to develop each deviate on the IBM 650 computer. 
The program listing of Appendix D is the simulation of the 
· "practical" correction program in which corrections are made on or 
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after T, = TL as discussed in Chapter III. - The listing of the theoretical 
program is very similar.-. In general, instructions 74 through 180 apply 
to both programs .. However, when it is desired to run the theoretical . 
program, branching instr:uctions 93 and 123 should be removed as they 
cause the first correction to be made at TL . The data address on in-
struction 120 should also, be· changed to START~ - '()wing to the similarity 
of these two programs only the "practical" one is reproduced. - However· 
. . :.: . 
· the simulation of the Lawden program with input and output data is 
shown on the listing of Appendix F. Essentially _the Lawden program is 
the same as the others except that the data input includes values of Ti 
which are used in the calcul_ation of the amou_nt of correction. 
5. 3: Data Input and Output 
SamplE;S· of the data output from each progra~ are shown in Ap-
pendixes E and F and are labeled so as to. be self ""'.expl~natory .. Line 
· one of the output data for each program ,is a reproducti6n of the data 
input card. For both the· practical and theoretical prog_rams, word 
four· of line one is the value of t::.v used in that· set of calculations. In 
! ' 
: ', ' ' .· 
: 1' • • 
line two the fi'rst word appearirig is. a fixed point number· recording the 
. . ' . ., ,·: . 
total number.of times that.a correction- was made of the magnitude · t::.v. . . . ' . 
The· second word of lihe two on· the practi~al pr"'gr:am records 'the total. 
magnitude of all initial corrections made· at TL · aria _the third word: is the 
total magnitude of all final corrections made at r.= o;ne day. The aver-· 
' -! ' . '. 
. : .' I . 
age TC for some value· of t::.v w.ould be the total of ".'ord one times Av plus: 
· word two plus word three divided by the ):lumber o~ 1trips si.mulated as 
' 1 " 0 • I 
shown by Equation 18. 
18. 
w1 (~v) + w 2 + w3 
. TC (Practical) = 
n 
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· . In line two of the theoretical program, word two is the total magnitude · 
of the corrections made at T = one day. Therefore the total cost for 
the theoretical program is 
19. . TC (Theoretical) = 
W '(~v) + W 
1 2 
n 
· In line three, each word which· appears is the sum of the values 
of T. which resulted from the simulation .. The word. immediately below 
1 
records the· number of times the (i)th correction was·made·and below 
that is the· average value of T . •. The first word of lines three, four, 
1 
i. 
and five are for · i = 1, · the second for i = 2, . and so on . 
. On the Law den simulation, the listings· of which are· in, Appendix F, 
line two of the· output contains, in: order, the values of T. beginning 
1 
with :{i) equal to one .. As stated previously, these·value$·are calculated 
in Appendix B .. Below each value: of T. is the 0 average value of the· (i)th 
1 ' 
· correction over· "n" trips .. Therefore, for·the total cost one obtains, 
20. . TC (Lawden) = w1 + W 2 ... + W 6 . 
. It would not be· proper to end the discussion of the computer simu-
lations·without some· mention:of the shortcomings-of them .. In: Chapter·:rv 
it was stated that the·OA approach is· usually begun.by working with a 
comparatively simple model which- is refined progressively until the 
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required accuracy is achieved .. So is it with the related computer 
simulation .. The computer simulation behaves exactly as it is pro-
grammed to behave and, depending on its degree· of refinement, de -
velops output data more or less related to the associated mathematical 
model. . From inspection of the· output .data of Appendix E, it can be 
seen that, in many cases, on the practical and theoretical programs it 
is not easy to determine how many corrections were .made between 'T 1 
and T F since not all n trips required an intermediate correction . 
. Though this can always be determined if it is remembered that in all 
cases there are n corrections made at T F = one day, it would be 
· helpful if the computer program were improved .. It had been anticipated 
that more frequent corrections would be required between T 1 and T F. 
However, the co:inputer simulation program is not at fault in this 
respect. The error, if any, lies in the assumed values for the error 
distribution parameters SIGDV,. SIGVX,. INJDV, and INJVX. The 
value of n used in this study was fifty. A larger n would have given 
smoother data at a corresponding increase in computer time required 
for the simulation. 
CHAPTER VI 
OUTPUT OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION 
6. 1 · Total Cost of Correction 
The principal purpose of this study was stated earlier as being 
the application of OA methods toward optimizing the midcourse cor-
rection of deviations from an interplanetary reference trajectory. Of 
prime importance, therefore, is the presentation of data which will 
either substantiate or refute the realization of such a goal. In Fig's. 3 
and 4 the average values of TC for each considered correction policy 
(.6. v magnitude) are plotted for the the roe tic al program and the prac -
. tical program respectively . 
. The theoretical program was simulated initially in order to ob -
serve if TC tended toward a minimum value for some particular value 
of .6.v .. The results given in Fig. 3 show that TC does tend toward a 
· minimum value as .6.v --- 0 .. Though the computer simulation calcu -
l~ted values of TC for .6.v ranging from a minimum of one foot per 
· second to a maximum of three hundred feet per second, only those ob-
tained from .6.v ranging from one foot per second to one hundred feet 
per second are plotted .. Above the latter value of .6.v, the relation of 
TC to .6.v was approximately linear with the plot being a straight line 
extension of Fig's. 3 and 4. 
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Figures 3 and 4 are essentially identical above 6.v of forty feet 
per second. At that value of 6.v, all first corrections are made at 
T 1 < TL on both the theoretical and practical programs so this result 
is expected . . Below forty feet per second, TC for the theoretical pro-
gram tends toward an apparent minimum of zero while for the practical 
program TC appears to have a minimum slightly more than that for a 
6.v of one foot per second . This would be equivalent to making all cor-
rections at T 1 = TL and T 2 = one day with no intermediate corrections. 
Due to flattening of the TC curve, however, it is evident that a very 
slight difference is involved. The case of TC - zero for the theoreti-
cal program would occur as 6.v was made smaller than one foot per 
second; however, at 6.v = zero the computational method would be dis-
continuous. 
6 . 2 Result of Delayed Correction 
In Fig. 5 the relationship of TC to the average quantity TL - T 1 
(Time before first correction is made) is shown. The larger values of 
TL - T 1 occur as 6.v is increased which permits larger deviations to be 
uncorrected at TL. At TL - T 1 = TL , TC becomes infinite since this 
would imply that all correction must be made at T = 0. As disc ussed 
in Chapter III this event was not permitted in the simulation in order 
to avoid the discontinuity. 
For clarity in the discussion, values of TL - T 1 expressed in 
days are also shown on Fig. 5. What are, perhaps, the most useful 
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conclusions to. be drawn from this study are apparent from a study of 
.this particular data. plot. Since in reality the initial correction cannot 
be made· at T 1 = TL' the cost in propulsive energy of delaying the first 
correction can. be read directly from this figure. · In· Ch.apter· VII a dis-
cussion of these results-will be presented. 
6. 3 · General 
The schedules of corrections for the Lawden (11) program and 
the t::..v = one foot per second program are shown in Fig, 6. The former 
is· an exponential curve the coordinates of which are calculated in Ap-
. pendix: B. In: Fig. 7 is shown the total number of corrections for the 
simulation versus the magnitude of t::..v • . This information would per-
. mit one to consider. a fixed cost of correction in the analysis if desired. 
Tables:IV, V, and VI give the numerical data plotted in Fig's. 3 
through 7 .. Results and conclusions will be discussed in the following 
. chapter. - No great amount of data has been generated; however, the 
objective has not been to do· so ... From the information, presented tn 
this chapter it will be shown that the OA approach to this optimization 
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TABULATION OF TC 







































AVERAGE VALUE OFT L - Tl 
!:::,.v Theoretical Practfoal 
(feet I sec) -6 (sec x 10 ) -6 (sec x 10 ) 
1 -294.112 0 
2 -118.063 0.305 
4 - 65.916 0.419 
6 - 25.307 1. 512 
8 - 22.668 0.996 
10 9.776 3.285 
15 3.615 3.410 
20 + 2.912 5.285 
40 10.484 10.763 
60 10.827 10.687 
80 12.944 12.896 
100 13.251 13.259 
150 14.943 14,796 
200 15.046 15.090 
250 15.640 15.407 
300 15.753 15.549 
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TABLE VI 
TOT AL NUMBER OF CORRECTIONS MADE 
~v · Theoretical Practical 
(feet /sec) Program Program 
1 141 143 
2 131 132 
4 130 129 
6 117 113 
8 113 113 
10 108 108 
15 103 103 
20 101 101 
40 100 100 
60 100 100 
80 100 100 
100 100 100 
150 100 100 
200 100 100 
250 100 100 
300 100 100 
CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of optimizing a program of correction for midcourse 
.trajectory control was solved by Lawden (11) using the method of varia-
tional calculus. Operations Analysis (OA) has become a widely used 
analytical tool in the field of industrial engineering and has been uti-
lized in studies of process optimization. ( 10). In this study, the method 
of OA has been applied to the development of an optimal program for 
midcourse trajectory correction. It was expected that this approach 
would provide new insight into the problem not formerly available from 
the more classical treatment of Lawden. 
The basis for this optimism is explained by a consideration of the 
limitations of the variational calculus method. In general, this method 
requires constrained initial and final conditions. The constraints are 
arbitrary and reveal little of the nature of the problem under study. In 
the problem of this paper, the initial constraint consists of the time of 
injection of the space vehicle into its reference trajectory and its loca-
tion. The final constraint due to a fixed time of arrival and the re-
quired proximity of the target is essential to the analysis. In the varia-
tional approach, certain mathematical difficulties were encountered by 
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4.9 
Lawden which prohibited a continuous solution unless a predetermined 
time of the .fi1:'st correction was established. Because the OA approach 
is not overly restricted by considerations of mathematical continuity, 
however, some of the difficulties inherent to the variational method can 
be avoided. 
The results of this study demonstrate that: 
a) Under the same restrictions imposed on the variational 
analysis, the results of the OA method agree with the results of that 
method. 
b) With only the constraint that the final correction be made 
at T = one day, the OA results are comparable to those of the varia-
tional method. 
c) The OA method, .further, demonstrates that the optimum 
corrective velocity increment is the minimum increment. 
d) If a small corrective velocity increment is utilized, a pro-
vision for a larger initial increment is necessary. 
e) The OA method can be used to determine the magnitude of 
the initial increment. 
f) By the OA method, it is clear that the initial correction 
should be made as soon after injection as possible for optimization. 
g) Lastly, it is probable that the OA approach can be applied 
to the solution of the more complicated problem of optimization on the 
basis of momentum correction rather than velocity correction. 
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By the variational method, a schedule of corrections of random 
magnitude is developed and plotted in Fig. 6. The computations of 
this schedule for the ref erenc.e trajectory are shown in Appendix B. 
The time interval between succeeding corrections decreases in a geo-
metric ratio. For the reference case, this method required three 
more corrections per trip than the program developed by the OA 
method. For comparison purposes, a practical program was developed 
in this paper utilizing the same initial and final constraints as the varia-
tional method, i.e. T 1 ~TL , T F = one day. For a correctional 
velocity increment ( ,D;.v ) of one foot per second, the average total 
cost (TC) of correction for this program was 17. 0805 feet per second. 











RESULTS OF LA WDEN SIMULATION 
'T. ,D;. V, 
1 1 
(sec) (feet I sec) 
16. 606(10 6) 17.8189 
5. 787(10 6) 0.0885 
2. 023(10 6) 0.0007 
7. 076(105) o. 0001 
2. 471(105) negligible 
8. 640(104) negligible 
Total . ,D;. V 17.9082 
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From Figs. 3 and 4 it is seen that the values of TC for the OA 
programs decrease with the magnitude of the corrective impulse. This 
implies that the smallest possible correction should be made which, in 
turn, implies that it should occur as soon as possible after error oc-
curs in order to reduce the time-cumulative effect of the error. The 
time-cumulative effect of injection error on TC is shown graphically 
in Fig. 5. For the ideal case, however, the theoretical OA program 
indicates, as seen in Table IV, that a correction should be made be-
fore injection or before the initial error has occµrred. By imposing 
the constraint that the first correction be made at the moment of in-
jection, it is possible on comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 to predict the 
initial correction cost. A comparison of these results also gives an 
indication of the added correction cost due to an absence of pre-
injection corrections. This cost of delay can also be inferred from 
the fact that for the larger values of l:l.v resulting in a later first 
correction, the value of TC is greater. 
As applied to the study of optimal inventory policy, the flexibility 
of the OA approach permits one to consider both variable and fixed 
costs. An appreciation of this flexibility can be gained by observation 
of the small changes in the computer simulation required to modify the 
theoretical program to the practical program. The versatility demon-
strated by the OA method encourages the author in the feeling that re-
finement of the program of this paper to consider momentum expendi-
ture rather than velocity expenditure is a logical step. It should, 
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further, not be difficult to include the consideration of fixed costs of 
correction to the analysis. Fixed cost of correction varies in pro-
portion to the number of corrections made instead of the magnitude of 
the correction. The information gained from this study would indicate 
that fixed costs tend toward a minimum for a non-zero value of 6.v . 
These results are shown in Fig. 7. If a minimum cost (optimal) cor-
rection program does exist under these additional conditions, the OA 
method provides promise of defining it. 
In general, a primary consideration in the design of space ve-
hicles is the minimization of the injected weight to permit maximum 
utilization of propulsive energy. Part of the weight minimization prob-
lem is the optimization of the expenditure of corrective fuel. By use 
of the variational method, Lawden developed an optimal program which 
was subject to limiting restrictions. The OA method has permitted an 
analysis without these restrictions. At the minimum, the OA approach 
has provided results comparable to those of the variational method; it 
has yielded more useful in.formation about the problem; and,. finally, 
the QA method appears to provide the me ans for a more realistic 
analysis of the problem of optimization. 
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TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 
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A. 1 · Calculation of Approximate Trajectory Length 
= 




1 .,,,, .,,,..,,,..,,,. 
~.,,,. 
/j.,,,.,.,,,. 

















A. 2 Approximate Orbital and Trajectory Parameters (15) 
Semi-Major Axis (a): Earth Orbit (aE) 
Mars Orbit (aM) = 1. 524 A~ U, 
Reference Trajectory (aT) = 1. 306 A. U. 
Ecc~ntricity (e) : Reference Trajectory (eT) 




= 0. 254 
~ -1 1. 306(1 - 0. 254 2) - 1. 000 
Cos 
1. 000 (0. 254) 
~ 29. 5° 
A. 4 Calculation of QM at T = T F 
Q ~ 
m. Cos 
_1 a (1 - e
2J - a 
T T M 
a eT m· 
~ -1 1. 306(1 - o. 254 2) - 1. 524 
- Cos 1 .. 524 (0. 254) 
~ 141. 5° 
.. : ( 1) 
















Fig.: A. 2 Transfer Ellipse Parameters 
= 1. 306· (0. 7173) = O. 9368 A. U. 
= 1. 306 (1. 1575) = 1. 5117 A. U. 
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1Calculated fr0m interpolated elliptic integral values from ref. (16). 
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E180° = 1. 306 (3. 0902) = 4. 0358 A. U. 
E 
</,1</,2 
= 4. 0358 - (0. 9368 + 1. 5117) = 1.5873 A.U. 
11 
= 7. 7943 (10 ··) feet 
7. 7943 0011> 
VL = 192. 2 (86, 400) 
= 46,936 feet/second 
APPENDIX B 
NUMERICAL CA LC ULA TION OF 
THE LA WDEN SCHEDULE 
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7' 1 = 
7' 1 = 
7' = 2 
7'3 = 
7'4 = 
.'T 5 = 
7' 6 ·= 
192.2 
l. 0 
192. 2 days 
1na + 1 
1 n (192. 2) + 1 
6. 25 we take n = 6 , 
1 /n-1 a . 




L where T 1 = r L , T F = T 6 .• 
7 
192. 2 dc!,yS = 1. 6606 (10 ) sec. 
l 92. 2 (2. 86) -l = 66. 98 days = ( 6 5. 7871 10 ) sec. 
192. 2 (2. 86)- 2 = 23. 42 days = 2.0235(109) sec. 
-3 5 
192. 2 (2. 86) = 8.19 days - 7. 0762 (10 ) sec. 
192. 2 (2. 86) - 4 
5 
= 2. 86 days = 2.4710(10) sec. 
192. 2 (2. 86)- 5 
5 
::; 1. 00 days = 8. 6400 (10 ) sec. 
APPENDIX C 
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FLOW DIAGRAM - THEORETICAL PROGRAM 
-----------P.Read Data In 
! 
Apply AvL At TL 
i 
Draw Random ----------Norm al ·Dev"iate 
l 
Convert To Error 
Distribution 
~ 
Apply Error To 
Previous Correction 
i 
Compute T. For 
1 
Value of Av 
T.~Day T. >Day 
______ 1 .... , 1 ~! ____ _, 
S . ' 1 et Ti = Day 1 
I Apply Av 
t At T •. 
Compute Av~ l 1 
i 1 Count Av 
Total Av! l 1 
Test n 
n = 50 n < 50 
t---, 
Print Set T i-l =TL 
! Apply ll..v At 
L 
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FLOW DIAGRAM - PRACTICAL PROGRAM 
-----------------Read· Data In 
l 
Apply D.v L At TL 
Draw Jandom __________ ..., 
------------9'1:!.Normal Deviate 
f 
Set -r i = -r L 
' Com rte Ll. vj 
Total D.v! 
1 
' Convert To, Error · · Distribution 
' · Apply Error To · Previous Correction 
! 
Compute T .' For 
1 · Value of D.v 
L 
-r--rL 
1 -'----' Apply D.v At -r. 
'1 Count t::i.v 
n = 50 n < 50 
l I t 
Print Set-ri-l =TL 
' Apply D.VL At -r L 
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FLOW DIAGRAM - LAWDEN PROGRAM 
Read Data In--------. 





Normal Deviate -----, 
! 
Convert to Error 
· Distribution 
J 
Apply Error to 
Prevfous· Correction 
~ 
. Compute ~v. For 
l 





i = 6 i < 6 
I 
-~ 
i + 1 





OA PRACTICAL PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
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1 BLR 0000 0100 
2 0150 82 0000 0106 READ RAB 0000 
3 0106 88 0000 0112 RAC 0000 
--------- --- . 4 --o 1 i 2 69 o 115 o 118 -l_-bb-- ZERO -- ----------------
--------------~ ___ Cl_l!_~ ______ ?tt_ 012 !_OJ ?4: _____________________ STD RPT 
6 0124 24 0127 0130 STD INCR 
7 0130 24 0133 0136 STD PART 
8 0136 24 0139 0142 STD TOTAL SETUP 
___________ 9 _O l 42 ____ 69 __ 0115 01£:, ~-- --------~-l~_IUP LDD ZERO 
10 0168 24 9420 0123 STD 9420 . 
____________ 11 ___ O 12 3 ___ 5_3 __ 00_3 9 0129 _ _ ______________ S_@ ____ 00 39 ____________________ _ 
12 0129 42 0132 OlU3 NZB 
13 0132 52 0040 0142 AXB 0040 
14 0183 82 0000 0189 RAB RAB 0000 
15 0189 70 9016 0239 RD1 9016 




________ 17 _ 0289 _60 8002 __ 014 7 ST ART RAU 8002 
18 0147 20 0101 0104 STL KEE_P ____ _ 
19 0104 80 0015 0110 RAA 0015 LOOPA 
20 0110 60 0113 0117 LOOPA RAU RANDM 
______ ll__Oll 7 19 0_120 Q_J_~O MPY OD_D~---------
22 0140 20 0120 0173 STL ODD 
___ 0_0173 __ 65 8002 0131 RAL __ 8_0_0_2 _____ _ 
24 0131 30 0006 0145 SRT 0006 
L? 0145 15 0101 0105 ALO KEEP 
26 0105 20 0101 0154 STL KEEP 
______ 27 0154 _____ 51_0001_ 0160 SXA 0001 
28 0160 40 0110 0114 NZA LOOPA 
29 0114 ___ 60 0101_ 0155____ RAU K-'-'E~f~_P ______ _ 
30 0155 19 0108 0128 MPY CONE 
31 0128 16 0181 0135 SLO CTWO 
32 0135 65 8002 0143 RAL 8002 
___ 3_3_.0_143 31 0001_~149 SRD 0001 
34 0149 35 0002 0205 SLT 0002 
_____ ~? 0205 46 0158 0_109 BMI Y=E=S ___ N_O-'--------
jb 0158 16 0111 0165 YES SLO FLP PRO 
37 0109 15 0111 0165 NO ALO FLP PRO 
3U 0165 32 8002 0195 PRO FAD 8002 
39 0195 42 0148 0199 NZB !NIT ---- ---
40 0148 48 0151 0102 NZC RDV RVX 
41 0199 48 0152 0103 INIT NZC IRDV IRVX 
---4-2 0103 20 9052 0210 I RVX STL 9052 ____ _ 
43 0210 39 0163 0213 FMP INJVX 
44 0213 39 9018 0116 FMP 9018 
45 0116 32 9017 0245 FAD 9017 
---4-6 0245 ---24-9055 0201 -----------STD---- 90-55 
47 0201 39 8003 0255 FMP 8003 
----480·2 5 5 2 1 o 2 6 o 026 3 s ru----------vx-v=x--------
49 0263 69 9016 0119 LDD 9016 
~o 0119 24 9053 0125 STD 9053 
51 0125 24 9001 0137 STD 9001 
53 0137 
- 54 0152 
88 000 l 0289 
39 0305 0355 
RAC 0001 




55 0355 39 9018 0208 FMP 9018 
56 0208 21 0162 0215 STU DV 
_______________________ 57 __ 0215_ 39 _ 8003 _O 169 ________________ FMP ___ 8003 ___ _ 
58 0169 21 0174 0177 STU DVDV 
59 0177 88 0000 0233 RAC 0000 
60 0233 82 ooo 1 0339 - RAs --·-·oooi·--c.(cc·---
61 0102 39 0405 0455 RVX FMP SIGVX 
62 0455 39 9002 0258 FMP 9002 
_____________ __6 3_0 2 5 8 ____ } 2 __ 90 5_5 018 7 ____________ FAD ____ 90 5 5 ___________ _ 
64 0187 39 8003 0141 FMP 8003 
65 0141 21 0260 0313 STU VXVX 
·---··-----~----··--··-· 66 0313 88 o(YOl 0·2a9 . . - RA(-'·- o·o-o-i-·-----·-srART ___ _ 
67 0151 39 0204 0254 RDV FMP SIGDV 
68 0254 39 9002 0107 FMP 9002 
_____________ 69_0107_ 21_0162 __ 0265 STU DV 
70 0265 39 8003 0219 FMP 8003 -
/1 0219 21 0174 0227 STU DVDV 
- - 72 0227 -88 -0000 0283 RAC 0000 ----------
73 0283 52 0001 0339 AXB 0001 CALC 
74 0339 60 0260 031~ CAL( RAU VXVX 
________ f':J 031':J 33 Ol 74 _ _Q_QJ_ FSB DVDV 
/6 0251 69 0304 0031 LDD 0031 
____ 77 0304 ____ 21 __ 0308 0161 - STU VEESR 
78 0161 60 9055 0269 RAU 9055 
79 0269 33 0308 0185 FSB VEESR 
80 0185 21 0190 0193 STU VEE 
81 0193 39 8003 0191 FMP 8003 
8 2 019 7 3 2 -01 74 0301 ----;·f=~AD~-----CD0~V~D~V~-----
83 0301 69 0354 0031 LOD 0031 
----84 0354 3·9 9053 ·0157 FMP 9053 
85 0157 24 9001 0363 STD 9001 
86 0363 34 9019 0166 FDV 9019 
----c:-; g-f~~ ~i :g~; ~i~~ TAUA ~;~~--:~g~-;-=----T_A_U_A __ _ 
89 0179 33 0182 0159 FSB DAY 
·90 0159 46 0212 0413 BMI FINAL 
91 0413 60 9001 0171 RAU 9001 
92 0171 33 9053 0351 FSB 9053 
93 0351 46 0404 0505 BMI TAUB ------------------
94 0505 60 9053 0463 RAU 9053 
9 5 046 3 3 2 94 2 9 0.? 5 5 __ F_AD __ 9_4 __ 2_9 ______ _ 
96 0555 21 9429 0232 STU 9429 
97 0232 60 0235 0389 RAU ONEFL 
98 0389 32 9419 0295 FAD 9419 
_______ 9_9 0295 ____ 21 941_9 0172 STU 941_9 ______ _ 
100 0172 60 9001 0229 RAU 9001 
-----~10~1~0~2=29 34 9053 0282 FDV 9053 
102 0282 21 0186 0439 CORR stu RTAU 
CORR 
103 0439 39 0190 0240 FMP V~E 
104 0240 21 0144 0247 STU DVY 
105 0247 60 0186 0191 RAU RTAU 
106 0191 39 0162 0262 FMP DV ---
107 0262 21 0216 __ 0319 _________ 5.TU __ DVZ ____________ _ 
108 0319 60 014.'+ 0249 RAU DVY 
109 0249 32 0308 0285 FAD 
110 Oiu~ j~ 600j 0489 FMP 




- ·-- ·- -··-----·-------·--·· 
112 0297 60 0216 0221 RAU 
113 0221 33 0162 0539 FSB 
ff4· -0539 39 8003 0243 . ···---··--··-····· FMP 
115 0243 32 0194 0271 FAD 





117 0224 21 9055 0281 STU 9055 
0031 
- f1t1 6281 - 60 ··9cf5"3 05.89 -- ··------~ ··--·--····-·------· Ri\U --90~,'3 ------·---------······ 
119 0589 33 0182 0209 , FSB DAY 
120 0209 . 44 0513 0164 ---·---·--·-Nzu ... --- ·-LAST ____ _ 
121 0513 60 9053 0321 RAU 0053 
122 0321 33 9016 0401 FSB 9016--------'-
123 0401 44 0289 0156. NlU START IMP 
-------·· 124 0164 60 8006 0371 -·------ LAST . RAU 8006 
125 0371 10 0139 0293 AUP TOTAL 
- -----·---.--------- . 126. 0293"" 21 Ol '.39 6192 - stu - tbTAL -
127 0192 82 0000 0198 RAB 0000 
128 0198 58 0001 0454 AXC 0001 
129 0454 60 0121 0175 RAU RPT 
130. 0175 3;ro235-0211 . FAD ONEFL -- -- -
131 0211 21 0121 0156 STU RPT IMP 
------~---·---- i3-i (ff5·6·--· 6·-o 0·2·35· Ci639 --- - I MP RAU . ONEFL -
133 0639 30 0009 0259 SRT 0009 
134 0259 10 0133 0237 AUP PART 
135 0237 21 0133 0236 STU PART 
-·----------i36--023-6 58 0001 0242 . AXC 0001 . . . 
·-···-------- _ 137_0242 60 ___ 0144. 0299 RAU DVY 
138 0299 39 8003 01~3 . . FMP 8003 
139 0153 21 0358 0261 STU DVYSQ 
140 0261 60 0216 0421 RAU DVZ 
141 0421 39 8003 0225 FMP 8003 
-------------··14 ~--o 2 2·5- ----·-·:f2·-oj·5-s-· b 3 3 5 . ' -FAD D Vy s Q 
143 0335 69 0138 0031 LDD 0031 ----. 144 0138 21 9002 0345 . STU 9002 
145 0345 32 9657 0333 FAD 9657 
146 0333 21 9657 0310 STU 9657 
147 0310 60 0563 0167 RAU FIFFL 
. ·--148 0167 33 0121 0347 . FSB RPT 
. 149 0347 44 0451 0202 NZU 
- 150 0451 88 0000 0289 RAC 0000 
151 0202 60 0139 0343 TAB RAU TOTAL 
152 0343 11 0133 0287 SUP PART 
153 0287 21 9057 0395 STU 9057 
TAB 
START 
----·. 154 0395 . 74 9057 0445. . WR2. 9057. - -
155 0445 74 90j0 049? WR2 9030 
----f56oi+•:rS--14 9 o 2 o o sz., wRL--9 o 20 DIV 
1~7 0~45 60 9L30 0385 DIV RAU 9230 
158 0385 34 9220 0170 FDV 9220 
159 0170 21 9240 0393 STU 9240 
~--~---·-~-----
. . 160 0393 50 0001 0349 AXA 0001 
161 0349 51 0010 0605 SXA 0010 
- . 162 0605 40 0408 0309 . NZA PRT .. 
68 
163 0408 50 0010 0545 
164 0309 74 9040 0150 
165 0212 60 0182 0122 
166 0404 60 §01i 0122 
167 0108 00 0000 8944 
168 0181 06 ~OBi 0000 
169 0204 20 0000 0047 
170 0305 10 0000 0047 
_ _ ___ J 71 0 4 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 
172 0163 10 0000 0048 
173 0182 86 4000 0055 
174 b11i - bb-~ooo 0051 
175 0113 00 0001 0101 
176 0120 12 3456 7700 
177 115 00 0000 0000 
178 0200 4~ 0000 0052-
179 0235 10 0000 0051 
18Cf-656-:r- 50 0600 6052 
69 
AXA 0010 DIV 
PRT WR2 9040 READ 
FINAL RAU DAY TAUA 
t11oa --frAu 9016 TAUA 
CONE 00 0000 8944 
Ch/0 06 7082 0000 ----
51 GDV 20 0000 0047 
INJDV 10 0000 0047 
SIGVX 20 0000 004~-
iNJVX 10 _____ 0()60 - 0048 
DAY 86 4000 0055 
FLP 00 0000 - . 0051 -
RANDM 00 0001 0101 
ODD 12 3456 7700 
ZERO 00 0000 O* 
co ON r - -4 9-- - o o o o - o o 5- 2 
ON EFL 10 0000 0051 
FIFFL 50 0000 0052 
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.,1. THEQRETICAL PR.Q.GRAM OUTPUT 
r Line Wl W2 W3 l'Jl. 
1 /1660{:i080~8+ 4693600055+ 2193600055+ 10000000~1+ 
2 I 91+ 4750355051+ 
3 . 1553588561+ 2418792858+ 3542400057+ 
4 5000000052+ 5000000052+ 4100000052+ 
5 3107177059+ 4837585656+ 8640000055+ 
1 1660608058+ 4693600055+ 2193600055+ 2000000051+ 
2 81+ 1650324952+ 
3 I 6733455460+ 12L~2755Q58+ 2678400057+ 
4 I 5000000052+ 500U00UU52+ ·3 l0000005i+ 
5 , 1346691159+ 2485510056+ 8640000055+ 
1 / 16606080'.:)8+ 469360U055+ 21936000::>5+ 4000000051+ 
2 I 80+ 300552Hl52+. 
101933.9658+ 2592000057+ 3 ,4126088860+ 
4 /sooooooo52+ 5000000052+ 3oouoooos2+ 
5 8252177658+ 2038679256+ 8640000'055+ 
1 11660608058+ 469.3600055+ 2193600055+ 6000000051+ I 
2 67+. 5848384252+ r1· 
3 2095670760+ 5769450957+ 1~68800057+ 
4-~1-5--o~o~o--0_0_0_0_5_2_+_._5_0--o_o_o_o_o_0_5_2_+_1_7_0_0_0_0_0_0_'5_2_+----~~--1r 
5 4191341458+ 1153890256.+ 8640000055+ 
II, P,CTICAL PRQGRAM OUTPUT / ____ .. __ . ___ ·~--
Line .~ Wl W2 WJ W4_,_ - --- ,, 































































In Line 1: Wl = TL; W2 = vL; W3 = ~vL and W4 = ~v . 
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2 0150 82 0000 0106 READ RAB 0000 
3 0106- 88 0000 0112-·- RAC- 0000---------- ---------
4 0112 69 0115 0118 LDD ZERO 
5- 0118 - -24 0121 0124 STD RPT ---------------
6 0124 24 0127 0130 STD !NCR 
1 0130 24 0133 0136 STD PAR 
8 0136 24 0139 0142 STD - TOTAL SETUP -
------- -9 0142-- 69 0115 0168 SETUP- LDD-ZERO------ --------------
10 0168 24 9420 0123 STD 9420 
-------- 1-10123---53 003901-29 ----SXB--0039 -
12 0129 42 0132 0183 NZB RAB 
13 0132 52 0040 0142 AXB 0040 SETUP 
14 0183 82 0000 0189 RAB RAB 0000 
------15-0189---10-9012 0239 - ------- -- - RD! -- 9012 - - ---------
16 0239 74 9012 0289 WR2 '9012 START 
----------l-7-028-9-----60-8002 0147 -----STAR-T----RAU 8002- ----- -----
18 0147 20 0101 0104 STL KEEP 
19 0104 60 0015 0110 RAA 0015 bOOPA 
20 0110 60 0113 0117 LOOPA RAU RANDM 
---------2-1---0117-----1-9-0120- 0140-- ---------MPY--ODD------------------------
22 0140 20 0120 0173 STL ODD 
----------2-sl-'G-11~- --65---8 G-0 2--0 131--------------'--,..-AL---8-00-2--------------
24 0131 30 0006 0145 SRT 0006 
25 0145 15 0101 0105 AbO KEEP 
L6 0105 20 0101 0154 STL KEEP 
---------2-1---G-154----,;,-l--GO (H-0160---- &X-A--0-00-1-----------
28 0160 40 0110 0114 NZA LOOPA 
---------2-9-0 H-4 ---6 0 -010 1-- 0 1-85----------------R-A-l:J----K,E-f P-·---. ---------------
30 0155 19 0108 0128 MPY CONE 
31 0128 16 0181 OlJ~ SLO CTWO 
32 0135 65 8002 0143 RAL 8002 
------~J--0-1--4-~----:6 1- ... 0001- - 0 -149------------------S R-~--0-001--------------
34 0149 35 0002 0205 SLT 0002 
-------J--5--02-05----4-o--0158 -0109---------------BMI-¥-E-S-----N0-
36 0158 16 0111 0165 YES SLO FLP PRO 
±0'~ 1'J OHl--016':i NO /\LO FLP PRO 
jb 0165 32 eoo2 0195 PRO FAD 8002 
------~9---0-l-95----4-2---0148- 019-9------------_:___-NZ-B-------------IN-I-.'.f-------
40 0148 48 0151 0102 NZC RDV RVX 
-------41--0-1-9--9-------4-8-~152 0-10-3-----------lN-H--Nl-G-----lRDV---I-R-VX------
42 0103 20 9052 0210 IRVX STL 9052 
43 0210 39 0163 0213 FMP INJVX 
44 0213 39 9014 0116 FMP 9014 
-----4-5--0-H-6--3-2---9-G-l-3--024-5------------------FAD----90-l-3----------------------
46 0245 24 9055 0201 STD 9055 
~---47----0-2-0-1-~9-8-0 03--02 § f>--------------------F-MP-·-800-3----------------
48 0255 21 0260 0263 STU VXVX 
49 0263 69 9012 0119 LDD 9012 
50 0119 24 9053 0125 STD 9053 
-- -----5--l----O-l-2-5------24---90-0-1---023-l------------------------STD---9-00-l----------------
? ~ 0L31 24 9021 0137 STD 9021 _ 
---~J---0-1-3-1-----8-8---0 0-0--1---0 2 8-9-------------------- -RAC---0-0 0-1--------Sl-A RJ ____ _ 
54 0152 39 0305 0355 IRDV FMP INJDV 
74 
5 5 0 3 5 5 3 4 9 0 l -4-fJrO O FMP -9tt0-+-l .... 4----· 
56 0208 2i 0164 0215 STU DV 
·-----57--0-215- -39 8003 0169----'-·- -----------FMP------8003------· 
58 0169 2i Oi74 0177 STU DVDV 
------59--·0-1-7--7--88 ·0000---0233---------------------AG---0000-----
60 0233 82 0001 0339 RAB 0001 CALC 
~l 0102 39 QqO§ Q~§§ RVX FMP ~I~VX 
62 0455 39 9002 0258 FMP 9002 
... -------63--0-258---- -32 -9055--018 7 ---------------F--AD--...J,1.0~-.;.,.. . -----
64 0187 39 8003 0141 FMP 8003 
____ .:_ ____ 65--0141----21-026-0--0313---------------S-TU--VXVX--------
66 0313 88 0001 0289 RAC 0001 START 
67 0151 39 0204 0254 8DV EMP SIGDV 
68 0254 . 39 9002 0107 FMP 9002 
----------69 --010-1-------2-1--01--62--0 26S------------------S.TU---D-\l-----------
70 026~ 39 8003 0219 FMP 8003 
- - /.1--. 0 21- 9---·--- -2-1--01 7 4- .. 0 2 21- . --------:-------S-T-U----DV D-V -
72 0227 88 0000 0283 RAC 0000 
73 02S3 52 0001 0339 4X8 0001 C~lC 
74 0339 60 0260 0315 CALC RAU VXVX 
-·-······ -------f;.1 ..... QJ.1.;.i ...... _33. Ol7k .. 02!i1 ---F-SB......-O...V.D\'-----~-·----
76 0251 69 0304 0031 LDD 0031 . 
. ----------1-1--030.4------2-l-O 308--01-6.1----- +U----V-EE.SR----
78 0161 60 9055 0269 RAU 9055 
19 0269 33 030d Ol85 ESB MEESR 
80 0185 21 0190 0193 STU VEE 
--------B-1-01-9 3--39-800-3~-0-l-9.7 EMF-P-~B"'"o""o.,.,3.,.._ _____ _ 
82 0197 32 0174 0301 FAD DVDV 
-----8-3----0-3-0-1----69- ... 0-3 5-4-00-3-1--- . DD 0-3-1--
84 0354 39 9001 0157 FMP 9001 
85 0157 34 9053 0310 FOM 9053 
86 0310 21 9002 0167 STU 9002 
--------B.1 .... 0.1-6-7--6-0,-9.0 o.i .. o.17.5 RAU 9 00-1------
88 0175 34 9053 0178 FDV 9053 
... ----.89-0-l-18--24-..9-001---0-1"3.4 STD 900 l CORR 
9 0 0 13 4 2 1 0 1 3 8 0 1 9 1 CORR S TU RT AU 
91 0191 39 0190 0240 EMP VEE 
92 0240 21 OH4 0247 STU DVY 
--- 9.3--02-4-7---60- 0 J) 8 -0 2.43---------RA-U-R.:r..A ..... · ------
94 0243 39 0162 0212 FMP DV 
.. --------9.5 .. -0.2-l-2----·2-1-01-6-6-- -01-1..9---- S-T..U-DV.----------
96 0319 60 0144 0249 RAU DVY 
97 0249 32 030S 0235 FAO VEESR 
98 0235 39 8003 0389 FMP 8003 
--------9-9-0 ~ 9 2-l-0-1-94---02-9 T..U-..,.C 'v-1 Y+-S~Q..,__ ____ _ 
100 0297 60 0166 0171 RAU DVZ 
. -· ----l-O.J.---0-J..7-1----3-3--0-1-6-2--04-}.9... F SB--D-\L..c----------... -
102 0439 39 8003 0293 FMP 8003 
103 0293 32 0194 0221 FAD CVYSO 
104 0221 69 0224 0031 LDD 0031 
.... ---10 5--0-224--- 2-1-9-0-55--- 0 2-S 1-------------ST-~05-5---------
106 0281 60 9430 0285 RAU 9430 
.. ___ - -l-01---028-5------3-i-.-90 02--0 36-5 ·---.. ------- FAD-----900 2--- ---------- ---- . 
106 0365 21 9430 0333 STU 9430 
109 0333 53 OO~f~,, ------S-XB 
liO 0489 42 0192 0343 NZB FIN 
- ---------111 0-19 2 - 5 2 0006- 0 198 - - A XB -- 000 6- -------------------
112 0198 60 9414 0369 RAU 9414 
··" -~------ · 113 0369-- 21 9053 0277 STU-· - 9053 
114 0277 21 9421 0289 STU 9421 START 
115 0 311 3 6 0 0 1 3 3---G-2 3 7 F 11',l R-JJ,,..,,u-..,,_p,...6 ,.;.R +-------,---~ 
116 0237 32 0290 0217 FAD ONEFL 
11/ 0217 21 0133 0186 STU---PART -
118 0186 60 0539 0393 RAU COUNT 
-- --- ----- H-9 -· 0 3 9 3--- -33 013 3 015 9 -- --- F SB - -- PART 
120 0159 46 0262 0289 BMI DIV START 
121 0262 60-92:H Q;l-3~i DIV RAU 9231 
. 122 0335 34 0188 0238 FDV FIFFL 
----------123 0238 ·--- 21- 9231 0184- STU -9231-- ---------------
124 01~4 ~1 OOOj 0340 SXA 0005 
- ------125 0340---40 0443 0244 -··- --------- NZA --WR- ---
126 0443 50 0006 0262 AXA 0006 DIV 
127 02'1'1 711 9021 02g 11 ¥11-<. 1•1fi!2 9~±-------~ 
128 0294 74 9031 0150 WR2 9031 READ 
----------12 9-- 0108- -00--000 0 -8 944-------- -CONE-------00---0 000---------8 944---- -
130 0181 06 7082 0000 (TWO 06 7082 0000 
----:------ -13+-020-4----20--0 G00-004+--------5-l-GD V---2-0------000-0-----Q047---------
132 0305 10 0000 0047 INJDV 10 0000 0047 
lB 0 110b 20 0000 QOi18 &H:,VX 20 0000 00 11g 
134 0163 10 0000 0048 INJVX 10 0000 0048 
-- ---------1-3-5- 02D-0-~--86--4 00-0---00 5-5-------G-AY--~00-0----00-5-t---------
l36 0111 00 0000 00,1 FLP 00 0000 0051 
---------13-7- -0 1-13----00--0001--01-01------ R-AN D-M------0 0-----0-00-1---0 10 1--- -
138 0120 12 3456 7700 ODD 12 3456 7700 
13~ 11~ 00 0000 0000 ZERO 00 0000 O** 
140 0539 49 0000 0052 COUNT 49 0000 0052 
--- ----1-41---0-2 9 0----10- 0 0 00 -0 0 51---~ -ON t:fL----lO--. OOOO-----OG5-l---
l42 0188 50 0000 0052 FIFFL 50 0000 0052 
LAWDEN PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Line Wl W2 W3 W4 
1 1 6 6 o 6 o s n ·, a · 11 6 9 3 6 o c o 5 5 2 1 9 =~ 6 o o n 5 5 5 7 s 7 () 7 2 o 5 1 
--------2- l. 6 6 (i 6 0 B II ':, 8 + 'j 7 a 7 0 7 2 0 :i 7 + 2 0 2 Vftl 8 U ') 7 + 7 0 7 6 l. 6 0 0 ''> 6 + -_ . ---------
3 l66G608D58+ 5787072057+ 2023488057+ 7076160056+ 
· ----------------w-s--------- -w6·-------w-,--. --mr-------------------
1 2023488057 7076160056 . 2471040056 8640000055 
-----21+ 71 ()1+()056+ 861+0000()5 5+ 
3 ?47i04Q056+ fc\640000055+ 
Input Data 
In Line 1: Wl = TL; W2 = vL; W3 = 6.vL; W4 = T2; W5 = T 3 ; W6 = T4; 
W7 = T 5; W8 = T 6 . 
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